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Gee
Whiz
Hy1drangeas
New panicle hydrangeas
give gardeners
exciting options beyond
the famed Pee-Gee

©Proven Winners

by Caleb Melchior

Pinky Winky is a newer panicle
hydrangea with flowers that shift from
dark pink to white.

S

INCE VICTORIAN TIMES, gardeners have admired
the panicle hydrangea (Hydrangea paniculata) and its
cultivars for their sun tolerance, heavy flowering and
general lack of problems. Older varieties had a limited
range of colors. Most opened cream and quickly faded to
brown. Thanks to experimental breeders, today we have a fantastic
range of panicle hydrangeas with smaller growth habits, more diverse plant and flower forms and stronger flower shades.
A shining example is ‘Limelight’, with its large flower heads full
of bright lime-green flowers. It’s a large shrub in the tradition of
the well-known Pee-Gee hydrangea (H. p. ‘Grandiflora’), growing
six to eight feet high and a little less wide. Kim Reiss, president of
the Saint Louis (Mo.) Hydrangea Society, says that it is, by far, the
cultivar about which people ask the most. However, Pinky Winky
(‘DVPpinky’) is a close second. Richard Hawke, director of Chicago
Botanic Garden’s plant evaluation programs, also admires the latter.
“It takes time to become something,” he says, “but it has a nice
color shift, from white to a very dark pink. It’s also not a small plant.”
He says gardeners should expect Pinky Winky to reach six to eight
feet.
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HYDRATE THOSE HYDRANGEAS!
In order to achieve the best flower color in any panicle
hydrangea, aficionado Kim Reiss stresses the importance of reliable watering. She cites the example of
Little Lime (‘Jane’). She installed Little Lime shrubs from
the same batch at home and at the nursery where she
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works. The plants in her home garden were watered
maybe once or twice a week. The plants at the nursery,
which were put on a regular watering system, had much
stronger color, with a “much prettier pink” than those
she planted in her home garden.—CM
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ONLINE EXTRA!
Learn how and
when to prune
all species of
hydrangea at
hortmag.com/
weekly-tips/
cultivation/
pruning
hydrangeas

!
The giant size of older cultivars
makes them difficult to incorporate
into today’s small gardens.

DOWNSIZING THE CLASSIC

©Proven Winners

The giant size of older cultivars makes them difficult to incorporate into today’s small gardens.
Reiss suggests that newer cultivars greatly expand
the possibilities for panicle hydrangeas in the
landscape. “You always see Hydrangea paniculata
way in the back of the yard,” she says. “The shorter
varieties allow (it) to move closer to the house.”
She points to varieties such as Bobo (‘ILVOBO’)
and Little Lime (‘Jane’), a rounded, three- to fivefoot version of ‘Limelight’, as options for gardeners
with confined spaces.
Some gardeners have noted that some panicle
hydrangea cultivars tend to grow beyond their labeled sizes. In order to prove which are the most
suitable for different situations, Hawke has been
testing varieties at the Chicago Botanic Garden
(CBG) for over six years. He is continuing tests
with newly released varieties. Since panicle hydrangeas bloom on new wood, most of the plants in
the trial are pruned by half in late winter.
The dwarf variety ‘Dharuma’ has proven to be
reliably compact in the CBG’s trials without extensive pruning. It’s a rounded plant, with dainty
cream flowers. Instead of truly pruning the plants,
“on ‘Dharuma’ we basically just cut off the dead
flowers,” Hawke says. “It grew to only two or three
feet high and wide.”

'Limelight' has very strong flower stems that won't collapse in
storms. Blossoms start out green, then fade through shades of
white and pink. New flowers are produced right up until frost,
so the plant can show all these colors at once in autumn.
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Clockwise from near left: 'Dharuma' grows just two to
three feet tall and wide. Little Lime is a smaller version of
'Limelight'. Baby Lace bears its rounded cones of pure white
flowers on a four-foot frame. Bobo is a similarly compact
shrub with an extremely heavy bloom.

NEW FORMS TAKING SHAPE

©Proven Winners: left, top left. ©Gardeners Confidence: far left. ©JC Raulston Arboretum: top right.

Panicle hydrangea flowers can have different shapes,
based on their combination of sterile and fertile
florets. In the sterile florets, the reproductive organs
have mutated into large, showy, flat petals. The fertile florets remain small; they are held farther apart,
giving a lacy effect.
‘Silver Dollar’ is a fantastic example of the magnificent floral potential of panicle hydrangeas with
flowerheads composed of only sterile florets. Richard Hawke, who directs plant evaluations at the
Chicago Botanic Garden, points to its massive flower
display, which he says have a similar floral form to
‘Limelight’, but without the lime color. Its flowers
start out white and age to pink.—CM

Kristin VanHoose of Hydrangeas Plus in Aurora, Ore., suggests the cultivar Baby Lace (‘PIIHPI’) from the Gardener’s Confidence collection as
one of the best dwarf panicle hydrangea varieties.
“It’s good and compact,” she says. Even after five
years of growth, it should reach only three to four
feet high and wide. VanHoose admires Baby Lace
for its conical white flower clusters, which give the
plant a more “free-form” appearance. In addition,
she cites its tapered leaves as an asset in planting
combinations. They are smaller, with a rougher
texture than other cultivars, giving the plant a different texture in comparison to larger cultivars.

TAKING NEW SHAPE

Besides stronger colors and compact sizes, new
cultivars of panicle hydrangeas offer varied flower
and plant forms. In Hawke’s trials at the CBG, ‘Big
Ben’ stands out for its elegant growth habit and
strong color shift. “It never skips a beat,” Hawke
says. “The sterile flowers are a really deep magenta
at the base, going through pink to white at the tip.

Of course, the fertile florets open in white.” He
says that the flowers fade well, with little spotting
as they age. “It’s more elegant than others in the
trial. None of the others we’ve grown in the long
term have such a strong color shift. I really like the
visual of large flowers arching over the plant.”
VanHoose points out the variety ‘Phantom’ as a
complete contrast to the arching, almost cascading
habit of ‘Grandiflora’ and ‘Big Ben’. “Some people
really like the uprightness of strong-stemmed,
full white conical blooms,” she says, “It’s unusual
to have that full bloom that stands straight up."
‘Phantom’ is a large plant that can reach eight to
ten feet. The flowers age to shades of parchment,
pale pink and soft green. Their strong stems make
them excellent for cutting and drying.
As is the case with many favorite garden plants,
breeders have created a range of panicle-hydrangea cultivars with characteristics to please every
gardener. However, the actual appearance of any
panicle hydrangea depends on the gardener’s craft.
Even the best cultivars require careful sighting and
proper maintenance to thrive. Still, given just a
little consideration, these new panicle hydrangeas
will provide fantastic returns of flower and form
for many years to come. !
CALEB MELCHIOR, a Missouri native and frequent Horticulture contributor, is completing his studies in landscape architecture.
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